
AP Calculus: Summer Assignment

Name:

The following pages include a review of important Algebra/Pre-Calculus topics that we will use (and

need to have mastery of !) in AP Calculus AB. Each section reviews the topic and gives examples before

the assignment page.

It would be incredibly stressful to try to do this assignment all at once at the end of the summer. Please

work on it a little bit at a time.

I have given you access to a few resources to get help over the summer. The first is my website:

missricemath.weebly.com. There is a Math 3 page and a Pre-Calculus page, both include instructional

videos for almost all (if not all) of the topics covered in each course. Watching some of these videos

might be helpful if the examples before each assignment page are not sufficient. The second is access to
me through Remind. You may sign up for our class Remind by sending a text to the phone number

81010 with @apcalcrice in the message. Once you have signed up you will be able to text me to ask me

clarifying questions or even to check some answers if you'd like reassurance. Last, I am willing to meet

up with groups of students at Panera over the summer to spend time working on the assignment. Find a

buddy and text me through Remind to request a day/time. I will then announce the day/time through

Remind so that everyone else is invited as well. I am unable to meet with students one-on-one.

On the first day of school, I will briefly go over my syllabus and then I will give you the remainder of the

90 minutes to compare answers from the summer assignment with your classmates and get assistance

on problems you might not have been able to answer. On the second day of school, we will have a test

that is made up only of questions that are on the summer assignment. The summer assignment will be

turned in the second day of school. lncluded on the test on the second day of school will be a blank unit

circle that you will need to fill out by memory without using a calculator.

This packet will serve as a resource for you all semester (and all year for BC students) as you run into

things you know that you've learned before but maybe don't quite remember. Throughout the packet,

you might see questions that are similar to what you've done before but are also a little different and

there's no example problem for it. You can still do them! This will happen all the time in Calculus, and

we need to train ourselves to persevere in solving problems.

Overall, I want you to feel comfortable and prepared when you start the school year in Calculus. lt is a

difficult course and I have high standards for my students. That said, I will do everything in my power to
give you the resources you need to succeed. You just have to take advantage ofthem and put the time

in!

firri [r.tiii x i li r"q

P.S. This is my first "edition" of the summer assignment and I can guarantee there are some typos and

some mistakes in the examples. lf you find one, please message me on Remind and l'll update it on my

website. Thanks!



A. Order of Operations

60% of the Ap Exam is calculator inactive. To prepare for this, we will always have calculator active and

calculator inactive problems for each of our tests. Some of the work that is done by hand can get a little

messy, and remembering order of operations is importantl

p: pareritheses (or other grouping symbols like a square root or absolute value sign)

E: Exponents

M/D: Multiplication/Division (from left to right)

A/S: Addition/Subtraction (from left to right)

Simplify or evaluate each of the following without a calculator.
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A. Order of Operations Assignment

Simplify or evaluate each of the following without a calculator.

1.. 4(-z)z - (-z) + L7 z. !"f,e>-s + 6(3)2 - i tsl 3 C#-rx

4. -6(2)(1- z(z))'+ (1 - 2(2))' s. ,(-#* u. -ffi

2_1
7. 4(1)(7 - 2(7)') 8 

-_r*--

10. 1(80)(s + 30) +){Dtoo+ 10) +}tro){+o + 65) +}tzo)tso + Bs)

,, ffie4o) (r-#)

B. Functions

The lifeblood of Pre-Calculus is functions. A function is a set of points (x, y) such that for every t, there

is only one distinct y. ln short, in a function, the x-values cannot be repeated while the y-values can. ln

Calculus, all of your graphs will come from functions.

The notation forfunctions is either ! = or f (x) =.ln the /(x) notation, we are stating a rule to find y

given a value of x.
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Given f (x) = xz - 5x * B find each of the following.
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Functions do not always use the variable x. ln Calcu
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One concept that comes up in Calculus is composition of functions. Composed functions are functions L*-l
where some function has been evaluated at anotherfunction. ln Calculus, this is almost always in the

form of evaluating a composition for a specific value. Use order of operations and work from the inside

function to the outside function.
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B. Function Assignment

Given f (x) = 4x - xz find each of the following.

1.f(4)-f(-4)

Given that I/(r) =

o ,(;)

,f0 ^ f(x+h)-f(x)3.h

!nf frnd each of the following.
3

s. V(r + 1,) -V(r - 7)

x>2
O 3 x 4 2 find each of the following.

x<O

- v(2r)
O. ----:-:-

v lr)

Given the functions in the graph below, find each of the following.

s

- .. .

r=l(r.l
t- lrl

3

7. U - s)(z)

e. f(s(s))

9. Given/(x) = xz - 5x+ 3 andg(x) - 1- Zxfindf (g(x)).
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[-x
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C. Graphs of Common Functions

There are certain graphs that occur all the time in Calculus and students should know the general shape

of them, where they hit the x-axis (zeros) and y-axis (y-intercept), as well as the domain and range.
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D. Domain and Range

First, since questions in Calculus usually ask about behavior of functions in intervals, understand that

intervals can be written with a description in terms of inequalities, which is closely related to what is

called "set notation" or they can be written in interval notation.

\ "dou-\.'}-L bav

lf a solution is in one intervalorthe other, interval notation will use the connector U which means

"union."Forexample,xl2orx)6wouldbewrittenas(-oo,2lV(6,oo)ininterval notation.Youwill

need to be comfortable with varying notations since all are commonly used. For example, saying that

x ( 0 or x )0 isthe same as (--,0) U (0,oo) which isthe same as IR.;x * 0'

The domain of a function is the set of allowable x-values. Values that aren't allowed are values that

make the denominator of a rational expression equal O, that make a negative number underneath an

even root, and that make you take the logarithm or naturallogarithm of 0 or a negative number.

Find the domain of the following functions using interval notation.
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The range of a function is the set of allowable y-values. Finding the range of functions algebraically isn't'

as easy (it really is a Calculus problem), but visually, it is. The range is the lowest possible y-value to the

highest possible y-value excluding y-values that aren't allowed. When looking at simple functions

(parent functions or parent functions with a transformation or two) try to remember what the graph

looks like and find the range without graphing it on your calculator. Ranges for these types of functions

should be at your recall without a calculator.

Set Notdtion I nte rva I Set Notation lnte rva I Set Notation lnte rva I

x)a (4, co'1 xla (-*,a1 alxlb la,b)
x>a [a, co'1 a<x1b (a,b) alxSb (a,bl

x<a -m, a) a1xlb la,b1 R, (-*, -)



Find the range of the following functions using set notation.

l. y=7-x2 i *X?-+l 8. f(i=1

utl 3'D
Find the domain and range of the following functions using interval notation.

10.

D: F^:a, >*i

R-'f*\4,,L't{}

g.f(x)={i-B+2

1.1..

U.

Ydr

, .-4I r ul.LJ

6.y=lzx-9

D. Domain and Range Assignment

Find the domain of the following functions (without using a calculator) using set notation for odd

problems and interval notation for even problems.

2. !=x3-x2+x 3.y= x3 -x2 +x
1.. f(x) = 3

(o) Lt )
f.c,'4 i

s. f (x) =;)^,uq.f(x)=X

t.f(t)={P*1 a.f(t)=\ftz-t-Z g.f(t)-5t2-4t-z



10.Y =ln(x-10) ^lrx+14L1,. v = --=------:-
' x'-+9 -

r/5-x
12. \) = ---" lnx

Find the range of each of the following functions using set notation.

13.y=x4+x2-1 14. Y = 100x 15. f(t):'lF+t+t

Find the domain and range of the following functions using interval notation.

18.16. 17.

E. Even and Odd Functions

Functions that are even have that characteristics that for all a, f (-a) = f (a)' What this says is that

plugging in a positive number c into the function or a negative number -a into the function makes no

difference, you will get the same result. Even functions are symmetric to the y-axis'

Functions that are odd have the characteristic that for all o, f (-a) = -f (a)' what this says is that

plugging in a negative number -o into the function will give you the same result as plugging in a positive

number and taking the negative of the answer. So, odd functions are symmetric to the origin'

lf a graph is symmetric to the x-axis, it is not a function because it fails the vertical line test (some inputs

would have multiPle outPuts).
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Of the common parent functions, which are odd, which are even, and which are neither?

Even, u\= X, Ddd , S- ** Ne*Vlev." *''6
4= \vr xt=t*\ 1=*: rx=r\

e1={6K tJ=* -i *-*
J /t- 3: $"
a >. 6- 3= ttnx

Showthatthefollowingfunctionsareeven: $ l*x ) : {Lx"}

t.f(x)=x4-x2+1-
$ (- x'r = (* x'i\ * [- x]'+ \

/^t \ rL t-v \ -. r! . L rT"\"^.r = }t.*K * \

.F(-x)= f(xi/
Show that the following functions are odd:

q.f(x)=x3*x
{(-x\.,.-<i*. x';
+i.-() -('-r \

i\ r)' ('-x)
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7. Determine if f (x) = x3 - xz + x -
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2. y =l:l
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Graphs may not be functions and yet have symmetry with the x-axis, y-axis, or both. Equations for these

graphsare usuallyexpressed in "implicit" form, where y or f (x) has not been isolated. lf the equation

does not change after making the following replacements, the graph has these symmteries.

x-axis:ywith-y y-axis:x with -x origin:y with -y
x with -x

8. Determine the symmetry lor xz + xy + lz = O

X ' fr. ){'',;i X' t* x (-t1) y(+J)L ' O --1 *t *x4 *3t = C

!*c-.-x\tr {-*x), -r l-x)3 -U' u:,e + K2*x3 1$ *o X
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E. Even and Odd Functions Assignment

Determine whether the following functions are even, odd, or neither.

1.y=7 2.f(x)=Zxz- x 3.Y=-3x3-2x

4. f(t)=^ITT'I s.f(x)="1i2+\ 6. f (a) =gq

t.f(z)=rr-* 8.f(x)=l8rl g.f(x) =l8xl -Bx

Determine whether the following are symmetric to the x-axis, y-axis, origin, or none.

10. 4x = 1 11. y2 =Zxa + 6 !2. 3x2 = 4y3

tZ. x = lyl 1.4. lxl = lYl 15. lxl=y2+2y+1.

11.



F. Transformations of Graphs

A curve in the form y = f (x), which is one of the basic functions from section C can be transformed in a

variety of ways. The shape of the resulting curve stays the same but zeros and y-intercepts could change

and the graph might be reversed. The table below describes transformations to a general function

y = f (x) with the parabolic function f (x) = x2 as an example.

Notation Transformation Example with f (x) = v2

f(x) + a Moves graph up a units
\

f(x) - a Moves graph down a units

f(x + a) Moves graphs left a units u
f(x - a) Moves graph right a units

af(x) a ) 1,: Stretches graph vertically
by a factor of a

af (x) 0 < lal ( 1: Compresses graph

vertically by a factor of lal

-\

f(ax) a ) 1: Compresses graph

horizontally by a factor of a

12



f(ax) 0 < lal ( 1: Stretches graph

horizontally by a factor of lal I
-f (x) Reflects graph across the x-axis

f (-x) Reflects graph across the y-axis

\

F. Transformations of Graphs Assignment

Sketch each of the following functions.

I.y=-xz 2.y=2x' 3.Y=(x-2)'
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7.y= lx+11 -3
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G. Factoring 

"!"
You HAVE to know how to factor. You can't be scared of it, you can't avoid it. lt needs to become second d S

crsnature. ., -.
Regular Types of Factoringt 

^"*-r.P-;'
1. Greatest Common Factor (GCF) f{,rin:S-
2. Difference of Squares (there's no such thing as Sum of Squaresl l): x2 - y2 = (x + y)(x - y) I 

t"J)'

3. Diamond Method (aka "x-thing" aka "trinomialwhere a = 7"1 / ih^a *e'
4. Slide, Divide, Bottoms Up (aka "trinomial where a * 1" or just good old fashioned guess and check) 

- ^"..,G'
specialTypes of Factoring 6p* -p-
5. sum/Difference of cubes: x3 t y3 = (x t y)(xz T xy + yz) * Ci
6. Grouping (this is like GCF but with groups): xy + xb + ay + ab : x(! + b) + a(y + b) = (x * a)Q + b)

i
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The term "factoring" usually means that coefficients are rational numbers. For instance , x2 - 2 could

technically be factored as (x + O)(, - A) but since VZ is irrational, we say that x2 - 2 is not

facto ra ble.

Note: lf your leading coefficient is negative, always factor out a -1 with your GCF.

Compleiely factor each of the following expressions.

1. -4a2 + 2a

i- zo.( za-- \ ) l-T-
hCF, cr.ldct\S tGLt,
rru* *-\ \S - !

t. -Sn2 + 20n * 300

-5ln' - qrt*{-rD)

2. x2+16x+64
.to{r+ rnuf* to uLt
8)C 

^cr.or 
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3. 4x2 - 64
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12. -x3 + B
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-ix'-23)

15. x3 * sr'l- 4x - zo

x,z(x+Dl -u 1** a)

tr*r) ( x"-L{)

prfP o€
(,rr-be S

(1t 3)fK-3) ( rct D(x- \)
A3. Bx3 +27y3

t[rT(rzx)'rt3)')
1,4. x3 -x2 #3x-3

I

x'(r-t) igtx - t)

(**a1)(+ri-ux3fi
t-\
ll (x+ 6XKtz) (x-z)

Acfo" V:3

L;ttsf

at***:lrtYXx-\a
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G. FactoringAssignment

Completely factor each of the following expressions.

L. x3 - 25x 2. -9x2 + 30x - 25 3. 3x3 - 5x2 + 2x

4. 3xB -3 5. m2 -175m -154 6. 2u2-9u*9

7. Axa +7x2 -36 8. 250x3 -728 9. xs + 77x3 * 16x

10. 1-6xao - ygo 1,L. x2 - Bxy + 76y2 - 25 12. x3 - xy2 + x'y - y3

H. Solving Quadratic Equations

Solving quadratics in the form axz + bx * c = 0 usually shows up on the AP exam in the form of

expressions that can easily be factored. But occasionally, you will be required to use the quadratic

formula. When you have a quadratic equation, factor it, set each factor equal to 0 and solve for x. lf the

quadratic is not factorable or if factoring is too time-consuming, use the quadratic formula:

-b+^lbz-4a;x= 
za

16



The discriminant tells you how many solutions the quadratic has.

( > 0 Zrealsolutions
b2 -+ac l=0 lrealsolution

(< 0 no real solutions

lf the discriminant is a perfect square, the solutions it has are rational, if not, they are irrational. lf the

discriminant is negative, there are no real solutions but there are 2 imaginary, complex solutions. AP

Calculus does not often deal with imaginary solutions.

Solve for r.

!. x2*3x*2=0 2. x2*L0x*25=0 3. x2-64=a
-.L., ; ..'.2'X\ ('r+;r(ii 1,;':.)/3\

4. Zxz + 9x -- LB 5. 12x2 + 23x = -L0 6. ABx - 64x2 = 9

2x?- irig"- 111:: i} \LKr \ i-{i;{.'1 ii'-):' {\ *kL{X?"ti{S* '-*14'*

,:Y, (/.+r){Kii=o t?'f i-r3r-qfaf*ii) -q0r{W"t1a-'*''t-'r'i\r,4< \/\\ u.:\' .,1i" , .'---- " ), ai;g{",i *"""
/ \ - j. .; rr-A /rt-''.)-)

i.,,f:I.!, ),",'-:':i \-J -z4t."Tq i]?:r1. r, _qSJ'i6 ,*lT*.-*1"-7:-'".1,*-\ 1.. i-l \ -,-*.-iq-6* !K= *If,, 1,.-.'lf ., eri rK'-' "';'^\\ *\t.*-s t;*-.-*-;*r
7. x2*5x=Z l.j:**;::*\ 8. Bx-3x2=2 r-'*".-**--*-r 9. 6x2+5x*3=0
x*+%x-L** *3K*"\f,K-&-* *,ir.lBl\,J,',;;-31{fl:X$* **t I'{,r'ra;;'J}i . *r-;"/'c

'lJ .\ I r--._-_:=. --1 *-*- Ll-3 ) .:.-***--, -4'4- \f -tV1

xz ( x-: r 3(x-s'r );-ib(:. io C \?:E\ +k 1x':g/xi \)-
f .-!, -.."rt., or'r *.\ q ,/..,rs.*h \ c'\ /"'"\- T t

"#* (x"n)(x-n)= r (xr a,i(x-fli' $

ix=i Lx_e_i

{x'+a)ix-b) *[ zy.L*t6xti?=?** **dn Iffi
a\ _

"' =;:';;" 
" ;;-;ail':;;"''ihe 

quadra'f'' n*tnar soru'iions' 

Euq
a . x-r:tc '?'* ntt \ \ -*

*-7tik*) -q 
L7



H. Solving Quadratic Equations Assignment

Solve for r.

L. x2*7x-18=o 2. x2+:+1=o
4

3. 2xz -72 = 0

4. 12x2 -Sx =2 5. 20x2 -56x* 15 = 0 6. B'Lxz + 72x * L6 : 0

7. xz *'Llx = 7 8. 3x-4x2 = -5 9. 7x2 -Tx *2 = O

10. zxa-15x3+18x2=0 11. x3- sx2*5x-25=0 L2. xa!=!x4

13. lf y = xz * kx - k,for what values of k will the quadratic have 2 real solutions?

l. Linear Functions

One of the most important concepts used in Calculus is taking it back to Math 1 (and before!) to straight

lines. You need to know several formulas backwards and forwards.
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-r ^ - _. -^- rise _ LY _ Yz-Yt
SlODe: ffl=-=-.---' run Lx xz-xr

Slope-intercept form: y = mx + b

Point-slope form: Y - lr = m(x - x)

Standard form: ax * by * c = O

Parallel lines: Two distinct lines are parallel if they have the same slope.

perpendicular lines: Two distinct lines are perpendicular (known as "normal lines" in Calculus) if their

slopes are negative reciprocals of each other (flip the fraction and change the sign)

Horizontal lines: havea slope"tO (;)and arewritten intheform x = 

-.
Vertical lines: have a slope that is undefined (*) ,"0 are written in the form y = 

-.
Note: We will always leave our unsimplified answers in point-slope form unless specifically asked to

simplify to another form.

Find the equation of the line in point-slope form with the given slope passing through the given point.

L. m = -4,(7,2) 2. * =1,(-s,1)

3-r= ?lxtr)
3. m = o,(-;,)

6.

= \A\"dee .

- 1s,A= *H xt \
*J= ,^-+ P^Ya*\\e\t Nt--1
J u 

nO( lf\6.-\.. nn= 7

8. (i,r) ,x * sy = t
Ev\= -K+ 7-

Jr?-
5= BKt 6

j-A = o()$ lle.)

-h=O

u1il
(i, -r) u (r,i)

ffi: t- -t = d

7. (4,7),4x - 2y = 7

9-z = -Q(x-t)

4. (4,5)&(-2,-1)

Find the equation in point-slope form from the given points.

s. (-5, -3)&(-5,3)
YY\= 3- -3 -- -tP

-B- -6 0ry1= -\-6. = * *\
- L-\ -\t

lr*-a= I (v"4{) uvi f llrr,{#l+\=\(xtz1 t '-z*- 1: -W'rititne equation of a line through the given point that is a) parallel and b) normal to the

3*1 =

$--l =

z( x- 'il
-Ltx -I*)

3-h= tr(K-l) ar
llEr 

-' , *t \

t= bLx€t)

o) 3*\ = *bl*-?a)

-\a6tK-?a)
19



l. Linear Functions Assignment

Find the equation of the line in point-slope form with the given slope passing through the given point'

L. m = -7,(-3,-7) 2. m=undef,(2,-B) 3. m = -),(u,i)

Find the equation in point-slope form from the given points'

4. (-3,6)&(-1,2) 5. (-7,1,)&(3,-4) 6 (-r,i) u (1, ,)

Write the equation of a line through the given point that is a) parallel and b) normal to the given line'

7. (5,-3),x*y-4 8. (-6,2),5x * 2Y = 7 9. (-3,-4),! = -Z

10. Find an equation of the line containing (4, -2) and parallel to the line containing (-1,4) and (2,3)'

Put your answer in standard form.

11. Find k ifthe lines 3x - 5y = 9 and 2x + 5y = 11 are a) parallel and b) normal'

20



J. Negative and Rational Exponents

ln Calculus, you will be required to perform algebraic manipulations with negative exponents as wellas

rational exponents (fractions). You should know the definition of a negative exponent:

L
X-fl= -,X*0

Note that negative powers do not make the expression negative, they create fractions. Typically

expressions in multiple-choice answers are written with positive exponents and students are required to

eliminate negative exponents.

Rational exponents come from radicals. Recallthat *1 = ^li.The 
definition of a radical exponent is:

! nr---= .- 'u--aya = "tf xa which can also be written (Vx)

ln pre-Calculus, leaving an answer with a radical in the denominator was probably not allowed. You had

to rationalize the denominator.

1b".r*u + gwhich simplified,o n" f
.,tr "'-*"'- Vs V3 

" "-" - ' 3

ln Calculus, you will find that it is not necessary to rationalize and it is recommended that you do not

take the time to do so.

Simplify each of the following. All exponents should be positive. Expressions with rational exponents

should be expressed both ways (write the answer twice), keeping the rational exponent and

converting rational exponents into radicals.

1

4. (36x1o).

Sl* x 'r
i-----;-\

Lq[t

(*: - *)-'
\

t \,, YL\x --Kj

t-:-:--:-'
(.lx - x)-

6.(.-x-,rI

I

H
tTtr!

:,I /-\"
\;AJ

\.-L-
\n!.,1

I I \5r;
*\ il*' *]

) i:LI

,-:

-2

i'z-

;
_?

:
*TJt.
Y:) -

** 
.f?.\x')

L2x *

2. ?5x21-'
I

(-":lt'J*
\

,Z1F
2

5. (27x') 
=r---r

\ -- "j_.-L a"2l

\ (21r,* 
i-----

I 

-,

[f zrx' )
8. (4x2 - 1,2x

'q 
I .{* t' I x'.','

.,) ri' I I i._a -

-1

.rrr' li l-g--l
z. --1. - [ ..f-*: Is. -i(Bx) ,(B)

7.

(qx'- \ix.r{jr}

ur-fi*ilffi"rq

_ \\F

* (sr



L2. (x-' + y-')-'
.-t/I , J\\x ' u))

r
n0r\' l(. du, t1la\ {" uu \

{a.,q v cr,\rora',\ ';qa frt\r
Simplify each of the following. All exponents should be positive. Expressions with rational exponents

should be expressed both ways (write the answer twice), keeping the rational exponent and

converting rational exponents into radicals.

!. -122x-s 2. (-tz*'1-' 3. (+x-t1-t

4 (-*)-'

1. (tztxalz

10. (x + y)*2

1s. :e6x21-i1zzx1

8. (ex21*=

Lt. (x'+ 3xz + 3x + 1)-a

M. @'-'):
(x2 +t)i

s (T)-' 6. (x3 - 11-z

9. (-ZZx-s1-z

/a\
12. xl*, - *)

22
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K. Operations of Rational Expressions and Solving Rational Equations

Algebra has taught you that in order to add/subtract fractions, you need to find a common denominator

(CD), preferably the least common denominator (LCD) and multiply each fraction by one in such a way

that you obtain the CD in each fraction. However, when you solve rationalequations, you stillfind the

CD but you can multiply each expression by the CD. When you do that, the denominators will disappear

and leave you with an equation that is solvable. Be sure to check that your solutions are not one of the

excluded values from the original problem, these are called extraneous solutions. To multiply

expressions, you should just factor and cancelfactors that divide to be one. To divide expressions, you

should multiply bythe reciprocalof the expression in the denominator (aka "keep it, change it, flip it")

and then factor and cancel factors that divide to be one.

Combine the following expressions and then solve the equation using the expressions. Check for

extraneous solutions.
/----.

t .f /Ja

1(L-{ \ \L
\' 

4t

", \7t, x tr,_L
TLI

Hr -&x, .---1i-\: (x'+i)x

ff-i s'1

. {r, n\ x(x+z)
J. l--- |\x+? x I\/

l2X -'\ (X+z\

\LX*L'\x-0

, 
Q*-,,--.---'-)
2l(-5t (r-r)"

2 {\vp(1* E
I+

tx :id.

4. rlI= s -/ x-*o
u-fr<------''
.., i. .:. t. .': f)

X,* \

a ;7) -1-., ,/ {4*,o- 
---- 

| ?x+2 -,F < -_--'

ul

;",rt - L

"L

€x-* -
*r"ti 'lEl

. _"L

2(x-})

x(x-5) * 3('t)

rffia
x-2

o nr'**J, x_2
1o

W,4!Y.
ri X't'6K

1r-1IL'

YL

,-2 \ 1'",( U ''L X+3
zx-s ) (--"

'i*-J-a-*\
\ 

t+ r,at #'x]q 23
ic * )a{ ''q 

ilx{ I ) a -Q'\= 6? K

o- D.,(,.,r\, )\:F;x]
io. bzx+1t14 J lTg__l



K. Operations of Rational Expressions and Solving Rational Equations Assignment

Combine the following expressions and then solve the equation using the expressions. Check for
extraneous solutions.

L. ?-!
3x

^215
3x6

3. 1+1
x-3 x+3

_555- ---

_7110i 
--r-

-' x-3 ' x+3 - xz-g

-s55a 
-_

v' 2x 3r+15 .r

o 2x-7 3x x2+L7
v'-_---=- x-7 2x+7 2x1-x-L

2

4^ it=1k-Lz 
- 

3
J.u.----?-

k-6

2x 3r+15

- 2x-t 3xt. 
---
x-l 2x+L

z

^ lTa;f7llv. 
-i-k4

t. Eliminating Complex Fractions

Calculus frequently uses complex fractions, which are fractions within fractions. Answers are never left

as complex fractions, so it is important that you know how to easily simplify the complex fraction.

The best way to simplify the complex fraction in all cases is to find the least common denominator (LCD)

and multiply each term by this LCD. Your result will no longer be a complex fraction.
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Simplify each complex fraction.

'(i )
ilj-ltt

9
b't+

. v.
v

'€)t

a-?.9

\

)'
.(+) B

.(+) ,n

bfl=
trtt

4+ 7,c:
zq-L

-{,- 3.lFZ5,E

ztx-l) - x
z(x-r) JFr

fzrl
I T2-l

\ zF'

l,*'

L. Eliminating Complex Fractions Assignment

Simplify each complex fraction.

5
1 --8-I. 2

-a

1x--4.-
x+-x

z+Z+1
a 255.-

5-*
4

x-z
2tx-DJFr

- 7+x-rL-J.
l-x-z

- x-L+Y-r
xc+y

zKtb)-"'?

Zx-L*x
z(x*r)fi:1
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1 x-z+x-7+7,. '-;l:;
1-1
^(3x-+) +

8.* -i
11

Z x (2 x - 1.)1 - 2 xz Q x - 1)- 1

2x-'1"
9.

M. Asymptotes

Rationalfunctions in the form y =ry possibly have vertical asymptotes and horizontalasymptotes.' q(x)'

An asymptote is a line that is imaginary. The distance between the curve and this imaginary line

approaches zero. Basically, an asymptote is a line that the curve gets closer and closer to. ln the case of

a vertical asymptote, the line will never be crossed. ln the case of a horizontal asymptote, it is possible

for the line to be crossed.

To find a vertical asymptote, factor the rational function and whatever factors are left in the

denominator after simplifying will give you the x-values for vertical asymptotes. lf the denominator is

not factorable, you might have to set it equal to zero and solve using another method.

To find a horizontal asymptote, you must consider the degree of p(x) (the numerator) and q(x) (the

denominator). There are three scenarios

1. The degree of the numerator is greater than the degree of the denominator-there is no horizontal

asymptote, instead there is a slant/oblique asymptote.

2. The degree of the numerator is equal to the degree of the denominator-there is a horizontal

asymptote and the asymptote is the ratio of the leading coefficients,! = leading coef ficients.

3. The degree of the numerator is less than the degree of the denominator-there is a horizontal

asymptote and it is ! : 0.

These rational functions may also have holes. A hole is a point in the graph that is missing because it is

undefined for that value in the domain. Holes can be found from factors that cancel when you simplify

the function. Use the x-value found from the factor and plug it into the simplified form of the function to

find the y-coordinate of the hole.
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i

i'' ..-r-r I

1--.-
i '/'
il

i,il
,t il
,;il<i

1i

I
I

I
&

'.,-
^:

:-:-

l

Find the vertical/horizontal asymptotes and holes for the following.

a

1,. y = -="-" xz-x-6
- 3.r+3t 

^, -L.
' rz-2x-3

Itft'
,2>-*-1

lu: -t I

_*2
vk'"

fr+z)(x-r)

ttr fr:

Vft:

Ftra-('.

x
' xz-25

8. y - J!!J-
" xz-x-l

-t

3. v = 
zxl-+x

' xz+4

3.y=

x -J
! - z*r-72

L-x-Sxz9, y:
x2+x+7

?\@ HA: ^# I-F

*u \B

v&'" zilx:l)
x.'* -l

NCil\L \

11*tlA: Y1$Y\-"q*

\ Ix;:tl
\Y3)

*q.6".yrorre
M. Asymptotes Assignment

Find the vertical/horizontal asymptotes and holes for the following.

x-7
1,. y=-

" x+5

4.y=

7. y =

2x2 +6x
x2+5x+6

++3x-x2

6.5.
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L3. y=

N. Solving Absolute Value Equations

Absolute value equations show up from time to time in Calculus. To solve an absolute value equation,

rewrite the absolute value equation as two separate equations-one with positive parentheses and one

with negative parentheses and then solve each equation. Be sure to check for extraneous solutions.

Solve each of the following equations.

-310. v - 4--" xz+4

L lx-11 =E

x*l*-a -(x-D =3
m;'{ -xt \'- 6,# x= 2E
4. lx+51 *5=0
x)4+"6 -O

KllD =O

Ix=-rol

x3 +4x11. v = ---" x5-2xz+4x-g

2. l3x+21=9

Z/*-L*'1
3x:-l

70x+20'I2. Y = -:-----=-
' x3-2xz-4x+8

-5
- (zx-t) -{,4
-?J*l -x =?
'3t1-l=6
-3X=4
E'tl,t\

6. lx - 1,ofx2 - 7Ox

x*lD: xz{oK
0=xz-l\XtlD
G(x-lo) (K-l)

iJc--rol
Ix=r I

-(xlo):xlox
-Xt\O=Xa-\DX

o= Y3t4x4D
D=tx*rD!#\

\r*-rol
LI--t \

-(ar +z) =q
-3Y', -L=-7
-3X : ll

IFI.a
5. lx2 - xl:2

*_x _z_ _(px): z
Xl-x - wo -x'+x -- Z

Lx-Atxtl)=o O-- *-xtt-
x-- \ t.Jffitcr'lz-)

21.\)

3. l2x - 71- x

2x-t - x=6
x-l=6

- (xta) t5-'o
*K - 6+6 --{J

-Y=Pr
7. lxl+lzx-Zl=B

Xr* Zx-L=b
3x-z:B

3K:IQ
Io='TA

-Xt L{,'2 =8

x-2 ?c

I@

x -(LY*z-) *6
X-zx tz=8

=LrT* fi
'l'-'V

-x- [zx-z) :B
'x -LX +L =6

-Z* tL =8

-7*= lP

@

Xl:L
;-- --l



N. Solving Absolute Value Equations Assignment

Solve each of the following equations.

L.4lx*Bl =26 2. 11-lxl:tZ 3. lB+2rl *2x=40

4. lax-5l.*5x*2=0 5. lxz - 2x - 1l:7 6. ll2 - xl: xz - \2x

7. lxl+l4x-41 +x=14

O. Solving lnequalities

There are not necessarily a lot of inequalities to be solved in Calculus, however, the method we use to
find solutions is a method used in Calculus, so practicing it ahead of time will be helpful. Solving

inequalities are a simple matter if they are based on linear equations. They are solved exactly like linear

equations, remembering that if you multiply or divide both sides by a negative number, the direction of
the inequality symbol must be reversed.

However, if the inequality is more complex than a linear function, it is advised to bring all the terms to

one side. Pretend that it is an equation, and solve. Then create a number line which determines whether

the transformed inequality is positive or negative in the intervals created on the number line and choose

the correct intervals according to the inequality, paying attention to whether the zeros are included or

not. (This process of using a number line to determine intervals that satisfy the situation is what we will

be using in Calculus.)

lf the inequality involves an absolute value, create two equations, replacing the absolute value with a

positive parentheses and a negative parentheses and the inequality sign with an equal sign. Solve each,
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placing each solution on your number line. Then make a sign chart to determine which intervals satisfy

the original ineq uality.

lf the inequality involves a rationalfunction, set both the numerator and the denominator equalto zero,

which will give you the values you need for your number line. Then make a sign chart to determine

which intervals satisfy the original inequality. Pay special attention to whether the numbers on the

number line should be included in the intervals or not.

Solve the following inequalities.

L.2x-B<6x*2
-0Lqx+e
*10 L 4x

frrr@

,. (-T, *- r) *
z*3x7 zX-lD

L > 6x-'lo

v> 6x

9q>f

3. -7<6x-1<11
*v a kx E tt-

4. lZx-tllx*4
Lx*\: >(tt-l

f,-\-* u\

K=6

- [zx-t) = XtL{
-zx-t\ =KlLl

1.= "KrLl*3=3K

(*q-uX-4t i) >o
( -)

(o-t*) ( o+ a) >o

-i 1- o-

ba

*l ,o *-L
K-5 LO

o-z
O.6
'*
3'€)wL,)

zrvx.o
3L- 2d-6)' ! o
3t - zto;a q13

Lz - ztr'} uo

O. Solving lnequalitiesAssignment

Solve the following inequalities.

1.5(x-3)<B(x+5)

2.x-1- Kt 6 .
LI I

Y.,-b +v

^L 
-Ll O( KZL{

3. 1;' x+7>!42

,rc {_c {
*\

u.'#=

a-L
x*b

'll.- 
|G

1lF
K= *l

11.(-i-)-r\L *t+{
leio:-r I , o+tt

i?tu)*\ \ ! tr+L{

i-Ly-Lq

z. + -i, - Q. *i)

5. x2 -3x)18
Y,- Zx *tb > o
(x-t+) ( x+ z> >o

4z'7N' t D

3z -"2* r. g

3)-? 2;qL

ttr=*
K*, t Ll

. *+***___p (_l_Lr) t rra)>o
+ c+)

\xz-l o.4>vl
7. iino trre domain ot rlilZ?

f O :.pf rc-l
2- * to4
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4. (x +2)2 <25

x-6 x+2

s. x3 < 4x2 6. x*7> 15-3xl

8. Find the domain r:f

P. lnverses

lnverse operations are operations that undo each other (add/subtract, multiprly/divide, square/square

root, logarithms/exponents, sin and sin inverse, etc.)When you deal with functions, inverses feel a little

bit more confusing. lf an originalfunction gives you the point (x,y), then wht:n you plug y into the

inverse function, all of the operations will be undone and your result would be x. So the inverse function

gives you (y,x). We often think about finding inverse functions by trading thr: x and y of the original

function and then solving fory to find the inverse. The reason this process works is because as you solve

for y,you are undoing each operation that was originally done to the x-value lnverses are symmetric

over the liney = v.

Theinverse of f(x) iswritten asf-1(x) andisreadas"f inverseof x".The-1 inthiscontextisNOTan

exponent.

Note: lt is important to remember that inverse functions essentially trade the x and y-values. The x-

intercept of the original function will become the y-intercept of the inverse. T he range of the original

function is closely related to the domain of the inverse (exchanging the domain and range can get sticky

sometimes as the inverse isn't always necessarily a function.)
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-'''"\.\n\ 
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t.Findtheinversetoy_ff,no',,s@,thatitsin,",,"-,i,afunction.

Find each of the following inverses and check the graphs on your calculator to verify that the inverse is

a function.

2.y=4x-3
.lt : -:*r." 5

'I J
r.t 5 

** L\'4
J

3.y=x2+7 4.y=x2+4x+4

=--\
X(t-l' -- "{'-\ c 6} 

i
X14*.K " r"*rr'+fi i)rl
r-rt*L\u{-X.4 '.'--'

)J

a f(x)=*
K= L- 

'14-\

tg-D'K3\
u]-\ - t

^.!' 
a ,!

_f-;"4=r-+\i5l/ )

K=yi t i
J ,1

rA= {Kte)'
J ,L
1* i-i,\t'L)

\)

s.f(x)=7x*4
K''lr4iL\

.r * u-\ -. 't, ril itl
J

xJ - ,1 [-'(x)d-iA"la
)*. I v-,L-{\, r IY a r\ ' \ -t-"--1'\ "-sl

, 7.

__*jL***
i*r'1, -/

li
\*I2l
x

= ff\Jf')-'l

n u ,r'^l Y^f),+* \ v :r 141 d"'

"*'l j**-**":..]'i
.*-',,!!l+,€,!

- - . tr'l
,1-l r:-*:--:t*

f(x)=x3-7
l,

X= u,t"'- i
J?

&-+ I *'5

--ffii'{ F-'lo\

,-Y? I

rjJr+ t; - \

*t"&?l
i?f "lU>l

8. Find the domain and range of f-t(x) given that f (x) = ,!x + Z + S

P. lnverses Assignment

/ \," i'";',.""d )
./ ,tv h

-*---Y.-* / 1!.   .. '1

.h . r.Jr Ae'r SIA-'i* '. L:'l 
! '*r .'

,. l),lrt / ! /

l-s*l:*l/
Find each of the following inverses and check the graphs on your calculator to verify that the inverse is

a function.

7.2x-6y=1 2.Y=ax*b
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4.v=IT'F _95. Y=-
^

arLl

6. Y=-
.1- Z U.

Find the inverse of each of the following functions and show that / (f -'{i) = *.

t.f(x)=)r-f a.f(x)=x2-4 s.f(x)=*,

8. Find the domain and range of f-L(x)given that f (i =T

A. Exponential Functions and Logarithms

Calculus spends a great deal of time on exponentialfunctions in the form b', especially using a base of

e. Students must know that the definition of a logarithm is based on exponential situation s.lf y = 6x

then x = logr y. Remember, the base is always the base!

lf the base of a logarithm is not specified, it has a base of 10. ln Calculus, we typically work with

logarithms that have a base of e, these are called natural logarithms and are written as "1n". Logarithms

and natural logarithms have a domain of (0, m), so only positive numbers can be plugged into their

equations. This comes up often in Calculus. The number e is similar to n in that it represents an

irrational decimal, e = 2.71,828 ...

Properties of Loga rithms

1. lna*lnb=ln(ab)
/a\2. tna - Inb =ln(iJ

3. lnab =blna
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Evaluate each of the following.

2s * {?*)x
r 3* *?(L"t
5= ?K

= 3lz-

,Fe;*l#l
\,i,d",

loga B - 3)u

4B** t" f
s'qx /

-:'*-'"--\*te 
I

ir"- 3

D =1 9. lnx - ln(r.- 1) = 1=,? Y h;'(I;:-:
I tffl:=o *,=e ) 

otf*.;*,m, K=Lu-t)'F= ffi\
&>< u. z.:,F*_ *X*i,eOz
"/. 1I?- -i^S! *

llrr?= (x-fitnt5*
X\n? =, K\rr.A -'\rr3

K\n?**ivt3n*1n3
E x(\vra*\n?') * "\nbr ffi-\

\*" r**,**e \

'-*;;;=*

o8so(x -
x'-x )

=\r
"-1CI=O

\^ r,

IY\ J

rD\
Z\
*,

*k
(;

x,

K.

=$

j

+d

8. lo936 x I

"tw
x"-:
va
n nt

1!. e-2x =

trtE-ex

-2x
fx;
I

;

t.^toy'r1*'-x*g)=1 8.{" '?' 
,

x'-x*3*3 r-**1 3t
x"*x-o \x=ol
K(x-\) =o U= t I

LO. ex =20 11

\vr$ *"1n25 h
r....."-:-*::r1\r:5 iq"\

X +{" u,qq Lr

A. Exponential Functions and Logarithms

Evaluate each of the following.

Assignment

3. ln$
\t e'r. bs2l 2. logr4

t#*-

s \logoroz--los-*, : :j
i% \C') 

n\co.ioK ,4F\ ut\l"r*

'1Jx*,,rrlu * \ ) ro"'td '" 
k{, -- Li'

\f ''i \o r f.,' 'L Li i= L{x
s5lve each of the foltowing. Check for extraneor, ,J,ltiont.

log2 * Iog50 :

\vrn*L

6, logrr2+ logrr g + log, B
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7. log2'1+ logra 8. los:i - rog,12

Solve each of the following. Check for extraneous solutions.

10. log5(3x - B) = 2 LL. logs(xz - x +, =:

, ._-5
e. log3(V3)

12. log(x-3)+1og5:2

13. log2(x - 1) + log2(x f 3) = 5 14. log5(x + 3) - log5x = 2 15. lnx3 -lnx2

16. 3x-2 = 18 17. e3x+L - 'I0 19. gx - 52x-7

R. Unit Circle and Evaluating Trig Functions

The biggest phobia that l've noticed as a Calculus teacher is the phobia of all things trig. You MUST have

the unit circle memorized. ln Calculus, we dealwith the unit circle almost exclusively in radians, so focus

on knowing where the fractions of radians appear on the circle and what each (x,y) is in those

locations. There are several tricks for memorizing the unit circle, so spend some time on google to figure

out what works for you and then PRACTICE PRACTICE PRACTICE!There will be a blank unit circle on the

test the second day of school.

L

2
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, .T *7,
'-TTl

, \'Tt-7

{-1, 0l

Special Formulas:

sin0: /
cos0 = r
t^n0 =2,

Note: notice that in each of these soecial formulas. trig function(0) : ratio.

How to Use the Formulas:

When asked to evaluate sint first, locate { on the unit circle. The evaluation is the y-cooridnate.

Therefore, sinl = f. Wf,r"n asked to evaluate cscf, first, locate f on the unit circle. The evaluation is

the reciprocalof y-cooridnate. Therefore, cscl : #. ,n previous math classes you would have been

expected to rationalize the denominator. On the Calculus exam, this is not the case. HOWEVER, you still

need to have the skill because it is possible that on multiple choice problems you will see equivalent

forms of numbers that do not match how you completed the problem. Because of this it is

,-*.*, I t3,
-t

2' 2'
,\'? r'2 .I z'Tt

fr

,-r,5 - 1 ,, 2, ?,

,+,+l

(1. 0I

,\3 1,I l,-i,

,- tT 
- '1,' z' r'

,*,-*,

(-+ .'c\J r

2'
\3,,- ?l(+

^lCSCU : -v

secg = 1x
cotl =!v

{0, *l }

(or just take y written as a fraction and flip it)

(or just take x written as a fraction and flip it)

5n\l
3n T-\
T 3oo';

lln
-b
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important that you know how to simplify answers (without a calculator!) to check the validity of yours.

To rationalize fr, vou must multiply by 1, h E,therefore cscl - ft o*'*

Sometimes, you'll be asked to evaluate a trig function at a radian measure that is not on the unit circle

but is coterminal with an angle on the unit circle. Add or subtract 2z to the number until you find one

that is on the unit circle.

Also, sin2 x is a common (and lazy)way of writing (sinx)2. This is good to keep in mind when doing

calculations by hand and on the calculator in regards to trig functions!

Find a coterminal angle such that 0 I 0 < Zrt

- 71tt

4

,n
'-..-

'.

" i''l

Evaluate each of the following.

q. 4sin4-BcosE36

^ 3lT
6

t\' '

li

ii i --

5. cotz{-sini*tanz 6.
-aa

Another type of trig expression fhat might need to be evaluated is an inverse trig function. For an """-'-*=

inverse trig equation to be considered a function, it's domain has to be limited. So this means that when

we evaluate inverse trig functions, we will do so in certain quadrants (this is how we give them a limited

domain).

lnverse Trig Functions and Their Domain

sin-1 y - 0 where -: = 
e <: This is located in quadrants I and lV and the angles in lV should be

written as negative angles.

cos-rx=0 where 0 < 0 <z.Thisislocatedinquadrantsland ll.

tan-7L = 0 where -;= 0 <: This is located in quadrants land lV and the angles in lV should be

written as negative angles.

This means that when you look to evaluate an inverse trig function, you should first locate the x (if

you're looking for cos-1), y (if you're looking for sin-1), orf (rf you're looking for tan-1), and then look

in the appropriate quadrant. Make sure that any time your answer is in quadrant lV, you write the

negative version of the angle !

ii

?+

l2 costr.

lt-
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\,T I, 2,
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2
{

I r'5,
- -- 

t?' 2'

-";-" o\. J,

.v l

,i

,rT ,'7.I z'zl
, \'3 I'l- z 'Tt ,*,*,

(-1, 0l 11. CIl

r$-{r

tan-11

f T--1L-* l

L:J

, rT l,t- z ,-7,

,^ t''E * '5,t ?' 2'

t^,\1 \l ,

l^r- ^ I2' 2

, I ri3,l-r,-:l {

?', ? {0, *l }

.-1 1sln - --2

l,ry*\
i"* i.1 \t -+.- ti i.{r Iru'It-'.,#

Unit Circle and

7.

Evaluate each of the following.

a ryi;r"{
--l 6

{-)e : - rYi

Evaluating Trig Functions Assignment

Evaluate each of the following without using a calculator.

1. sin2'3 + ror'433 z. ZranzY * ,sin2 f - cosz tt

-r

t';

^-l,*o.!

E\

g+h
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3. co1:1!-sin2+Scosz1464

s. (.orf -t^nf)'

7. sinf + sinl = rt" (: *;)

e ,(T * 'inT) (r + .o'f) > o

4. cot (- ?) * orT - .'. (- T)

Determine whether each of the following statements is true or false without using a calculator.

Evaluate the inverse trig functions without using a calculator. Make sure angles in quadrant lV are

written correctly!!

11. tan-1 r/3 12. cos-1 0 13. sec-1 -2

6. ('i,f - o,T) ('i,f + t,nf)

Sfr 5T
coS-^ *1 COS ^

e. -sz - Sfrtan'- s€c:- 133

c4T +ftcos'-+sln-
10. ---+ > 0

3

16. sin-1f1s. cot-1-ft4. csc-1 -r/2



Fill out this unit circle from memory.

(-' '-)

(*,_

(-,

(-,

(-'-)

S. Trig ldentities

Trig identities are equalities involving trig functions that are true for all values of the occurring angles.

While you are not asked about these identities specifically in Calculus, knowing them can make some

problems easier. ln fact, some problems would be impossible for us to do without them at the level of

Calculus that we are learning. The best way to practice this ahead of time is to review proving trig

identities. To prove trig identities, you usually start with the more complicated expression and use

algebraic rules and the fundamental trig identities.

Reciprocal ldentities

1slnS=--
csc I

1

66sB - --:-
sec f,

tand = -f-cot 6

csc0: -1=sln d

seco = -1cos A

cot0= 1,
tan e

Pythagorean ldentities

sin2 g + cosz o = 1\}sin2 a = 1 - cosz o

1 * tanz o = seczafcosz o = ! - sinz o

1*cot20:csczO \t n'0 =secz0-l
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Double Angle ldentities

sin(20) = 2sin0cos1

cos(20) = cos2 g -sinz 0 = cos(20) = 2cosz 0 - 7 =cos(2g) - f - Zsinz 0

Verify the following ldentities.

-t I Coslx
1' (tan2 x + 7)(ees7*4) = - tanz x srhlx' y 

. i"6:ffi" n sS
(seczx) (-r (t-cosh)) t 

-%r^ 6sx- T ffi, t 5,1x 
.

#^(-s,','x) ) =-v"tx'l '6} j s*.ffi

^ 
cot2x - 1-sini a 94$ 4. sin(2x) = zsinz xcotx .€rtnx{ayrx /

:' ,+cscx - rir* \ <\,h-x

erg- iE} \ffi ao#*adtt-s-Q 2snrx'ry
srnzx - \nrx ) 'td t' srrnxC*xrrrr) .M

S 'sY:t g3ffii.J =\-slrx,z ,=1,ffi1,
S. Trig !dentities Assignment

Verify the following ldentities.

1. (1 + sinx)(1 - sinx) = cosz.r

^ 1-secr
= - sec.r1-cos,

2. seczx*3:tan2x*4

4. sin2x - 
1-cos(2x)

2

- ? 1+cos(2r)b. cos".r=- ,5.
sin3 x+sin x cos2 t

= tan.r
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T. Solving Trig Equations

Trig equations are equations using trig functions. Typically they have many (or infinite) number of

solutions so usually they are solved within a specific domain. Without calculators, answers are ones that

can be found on the unit circle. ln Calculus, we always express these answers in radians unless

instructed otherwise. While we are using inverses to solve, we are not solving inverse FUNCTIONS. This

means that we ditch the idea of only looking in certain quadrants and we make sure to find ALL angles

that would work for the given ratio.

For rational trig inequalities, set both the numerator and the denominator equal to zero and solve.

Make a sign chart with all these values included and examine the sign of the expression in the intervals.

Solve each of the following on l0,Ztr).

I. xcosx: 3 cosx

xcE6x -3 CosK--o

hSx (x-a) =o

2. lanx * sin2 x :2 - cosz x

t=tG
t

'/b
+

3 cssx
3 cosx

z( t* C,rostt)

2- ZC/cslx

5. 0 for x such that 0 I x

e,tii2v '-o

3hx=o
1= O,1(K? aq,wrg

T. Solving Trig Equations Assignment

Solve each of the following on [0,2rr).

1. sin2x = sinx

r

to.rrx t€,* I@1r, = Z
t

tanx+l =Z
tan x -- r tan-'(J)-= x"ffi

4. 3 cosx = Zsin" x

3toryitx =

+a.#x =

*cn x =

Z@sx *t =o
cps x=-46

T,,

12tt.

ZC,oslx t3 cCIsx -l:D
fzcns x -l X cns x"D -- o

LPEK - t/L C,lcS x = -L
-- XJ3,5ot3 x-- rr^rdchr<ct

x.=z
x= \z
x= m?2,
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3. sinzx =3coszx

5. sin/ = cosx

4. cosx*sinxtanx=2

6.Zcoszx*sinx-1=0

7. Solveffi ( 0forx suchthat0 1 x 1Ztt.

U. Graphing Calculator Skills

You should be able to graph a function in a viewing window that shows the important features

(max/min, intercepts, etc). To change the window, click the WINDOW button.

t. Find the appropriate viewing window to see the intercepts and vertex defined by y : xz - llx + 10.

Window-
Xmin: -6
Xmax: l6
Xscl: \

Ymin: -26
Ymax: 16
Yscl: 1

You should be able to graph a function in a viewing window that shows the x-intercepts (also called

zeros and roots). You should also be able to accurately estimate the x-intercept to three decimal places.

To use your calculator to find the x-intercepts, click 2ND, TRACE, ZERO (#2)'
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You should be able to graph two functions in a viewing window that shows the intersection points.

Sometimes it is impossible to see all points of intersection in the same viewing window, so finding the

intersection points might require changing the windows in between seeking each intersection. To use

your calculator to find the intersection points, click 2ND, TRACE, INTERSECT (#5).

3. Findthe intersection points of f (x) = x l3andg(x) = -x2 -x+7

Z. Find the x-intercepts of y - x2 - x - 7

The local maximum is located at

The local minimum is located at

x-intercepts:

/ i r'\it .-', j( 'ttt' I

t t 1-\6 -\
( 1. Li t L 1 J

intersection points:

J , . .i
I * , .. (

1 '" 
". 

-l r\;

/
t\'l'li,i:\ l" l-,t\ r ' i'

.)

)'i:. i
; -, 1, i

i ;;'-i i

You should be able to graph a function and locate the local maximum and minimum. To use your

calculator to find the max/min, click 2ND, TRACE, MINIMUM/MAXIMUM (#3/#4).

4. Find the maximum and the minimum of the function ! : x3 - 4x - 1

Local maximum:

Local minimum: - i {-:i 't

l"

1' I !
lr

- \'it;' ,,, the value of the local maximum is ,i'i,;- It i.

,. .i,i,i,thevalueofthelocalminimur,.' i i.i'"i''t

3 rmx,im*m
x in&,srxw"&
xdwdK
x-tf{s}ds

* s&&&**
s &*Pe
* mtntpx"eq

**&wxm,*
*'dW-rSX
*$${N}&

8.&*XEffilr$i
x gr*t**"sffit
***t'&
*$${x}&
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U. Graphing Calculator Skills Assignment

Find each of the following. All decimal answers should be rounded to the nearest thousandth (3

decimal places).

1. Find the x-intercepts of y - x3 - 2x - 1,

2. Find the points of intersection of f (x) = 4x2 and g(x) = )x

3. Find the local maximum and minimum of the function ! = x3 - 4x2 f 4x' write the location of the

max/min and the value of the max/min in sentence form.

4. Find the x-intercept(s), y-intercept, relative maximum, and relative minimum of y - x3 + 2x2 - 7.

5. Findthe pointsof intersectionof f (x) =2x2 * x -9and g(x) = _1x+3

V. Graphical Solutions to Equations and lnequalities

Solving equations or inequalities using a calculator is accomplished two different ways. One is to graph

the left side of the equation as y1 and the right side of the equation as y, and then find the intersection.

The x-value of the resulting point is the solution to the equation and the y-value is what the equation

equals on each side when evaluated at that number. The second way to solve is to set the equation or

inequality equal to zero and then to find the "zeros" of the graph. The zero (x-intercept) of the graph is

the solution.

Solve each equation/inequality graphically.

1. 2x2-9x*320

a$li r&u ?kt3
rYrHlXa**X*S
*"Ytx
rYgxr\lrc
qVso
rVt*
rVl*

t" L_ . js\r I {-\

Ky- ti"i$i I

E*r$
**3SB

t\J
nr0
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?:tr*tt trlei& ?3*t3
VrS*css{tX}*X
Y {-
tr --
t i. 

-r l-l a--Y!*
Y*o

2. Zcos(2x) - x > 0 on 0 I x I 2n

i TS

o- .a' .

- !,

3. x3 =2x-3

Use the intersection feature:

f!$$ n{{3rYrH!
rVzE?X-3
rYlx
rYrr*
lVsx
:S5*
rVpt*

OR set it equal to 0.

l?tHXI*3X*3
l I &*
rYp*l?r*
rVts
\Yrs

V. Graphical Solutions to Equations and lnequalities

Solve each equation/inequality graphically.

1. 3x3-x-5=0

4. Zln(x + 1) = 5cosx

2. x3-5x2*4x-L=o 3. 2x2-7=2x

5. xa -9x2 -3x- 15 < 0 6 t-= > 0 on [0,8]

traf*
d6't

7. xsin2r>0on[0,3]
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8. cos-1 x > x2 on [-1,1]


